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Аннотация: в статье рассматривается банкротство как способ ликвида-
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Today, the economic situation is becoming more difficult and tense every day. 

We are increasingly plunging into a deep economic crisis and a well-known virus has 

rapidly worsened this situation. Economic activity is significantly declining and the 

pace of recovery is not clear. Therefore, it is not surprising that there are more and 

more bankruptcies, which is why we chose this topic for our scientific work. We will 

understand what bankruptcy is, when it occurs, and most importantly, whether it can 

be profitable for the company and in what situation. 
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Any business, even the most successful, is not immune from financial insolvency 

or, in other words, bankruptcy. The typical picture that the imagination of the average 

person draws in such a case is as follows: the unfortunate owner of the enterprise is 

hidden in a debt pit with family members, and his movable and immovable property is 

inevitably seized. However, not everything is as bad as it seems. Moreover, in many 

cases, it is the bankruptcy procedure that becomes the only reasonable solution not only 

for creditors, but also for the debtor itself.\ 

At the beginning of the work, I suggest that you understand the concept of bank-

ruptcy. Bankruptcy is considered to be: the inability of the debtor (company or citizen) 

to meet its monetary obligations to creditors and/or to pay mandatory payments – taxes, 

fees and other contributions characteristic of a properly functioning business structure. 

this term also refers to a procedure aimed at assessing the financial condition of the 

debtor, developing a strategy for improving it, and, if such improvement is impossible 

or impractical, ensuring that the financial interests of creditors are met as fairly as pos-

sible. At the same time, it is possible to officially declare that the company is bankrupt 

only after the recognition of this fact by the arbitration court. 

The total number of bankruptcies in the United States in November fell to the 

lowest level in 14 years, according to data from the legal service Epiq Systems Inc. 

This is due to a sharp decrease in the number of bankruptcies of individuals, in 

particular, in connection with government programs to support citizens during the coro-

navirus pandemic. 

According to Epiq, the total number of bankruptcy claims filed in us courts last 

month was 34.44 thousand, which is the lowest since January 2006. The number of 

companies that initiated bankruptcy proceedings under article 11 of the us bankruptcy 

Code increased by 40% to 654. 

Meanwhile, the number of appeals to the bankruptcy court under article 13, which 

allows US citizens to restructure their debts, decreased by 45%, to 137,764 thousand. 

Appeals under article 7, which provides for the sale of citizens ' property to pay off 

their debts, fell by 21% in November. 
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The key features that characterize a bankrupt enterprise in Russian legislation are 

the following: 

− the presence of debt that is overdue for more than 3 months from the date set 

by creditors; 

− the total amount of debt is not less than 300 thousand rubles; 

− recognition of bankruptcy by the commercial court. 

In world practice, there is another additional criterion-insufficient property-when 

the amount of the company's debt exceeds the value of the property owned by the 

debtor. 

Also, in USA the bankruptcy not always mean leaving the business. In accordance 

with Chapter 11 of United States Bankruptcy Code, company can go on a so called 

«reorganization» bankruptcy which involves 

What leads to bankruptcy 

Lack of risk-management 

If company is over-optimistic in its’ investments and takes on every risky asset, 

that can bring a great profit in short-term, if the economic cycle is going up, otherwise 

it can bring huge losses. 

Over-extension 

Maintaining of a rapid growth of a business is impossible without additional cap-

ital taken from creditors. The main problem is that new projects take a few years to be 

launched, but the interest payments must be made since the credit is taken and so the 

company will not have the opportunity to repay its’ debts in time. 

Lack of book-keeping 

Company must have a strong internal control and accounting system, to have a 

reliable information about its’ own business. Otherwise, it may appear that the real 

profits are lower the expected and expenses are higher and all the management deci-

sions were take at the basis of non-existing numbers, thus the results of this decisions 

will differ from expected, which can cause financial instability of a business. 

How to prevent bankruptcy 
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Reduce the debt 

Big debt is the main driver of a bankruptcy. To reduce debt company can prioritize 

debt payments. At some point company will have to reduce or even stop its’ invest-

ments to repay the debts, the earlier the company will focus on debt repayment, the 

more financial stability it can achieve in the future. 

Also, the refinancing of a debt is a great opportunity to reduce debt payments. 

Companies should seek the opportunities to pay less on their loans and refinancing of 

debts by lower interest rates is a great measure to improve the financial stability of the 

company. 

Being conservative 

Company should be conservative in taking investment decisions to keep its’ fi-

nancial stability. Taking on risky investments can result in financial losses and thus 

inability to repay the debt, thus the company must have a well-established risk-man-

agement system. 

Taking postponements on trade credits 

If the company has already faced financial problems a good way to reduce ex-

penses on credits will be the postponement on the trade credit, of course not every 

trading partner will give such an opportunity, but even a small reduction of interest 

expense in short-term can save the company from bankruptcy. 

Bankruptcy control 

To avoid the bankruptcy, their must be implemented some systems that will allow 

the company to monitor its’ financial stability. Most of the companies has their own 

systems to control the debt, but we would advise some addition to them. Professor 

Edward Altman developed a model which forecasts the probability of bankruptcy of 

an enterprise. The model is called Altman Z-score. The model was mostly used by 

investors for analyzing stocks, but it also can be used as an additional measure of in-

ternal financial control. There were also introduced some modified Altman Z-score 

models, each of them is more suitable for different types of companies. 

Here we will review the latest model that was developed by professor Altman 

together with Gabriel Sabato in 2007. It is also called logit-model. 
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𝑌 = 4,28 + 0,18𝑋1 − 0,01𝑋2 + 0,08𝑋3 + 0,02𝑋4 + 0,19𝑋5 

𝑃 = 1/(1 + 𝑒−𝑦) 

where, 

X1 – EBITDA/Total Assets 

X2 – Short Term Debt/ Equity Book Value 

X3 – Retained Earnings/Total Assets 

X4 – Cash/Total Assets 

X5 – EBITDA/Interest Expense 

e = 2,71828 

As a result, P takes the value from 0 to 1 and P multiplied by 100% shows the 

probability of a bankruptcy. The enterprises with P<0,5 are considered financially sta-

ble, otherwise, if P>0,5 there is a risk of bankruptcy. 

The main problem of the Z-score metric is that it considers only financial infor-

mation, but the bankruptcy is caused by many external factors, which are not included 

in the model. However, it is very easy and fast to use, so it can be used as an additional 

metric for taking financial decisions to see where the company should stop raising debt 

capital. 

What if bankruptcy happens 

Legal entity bankruptcy procedure 

The bankruptcy procedure of a legal entity affects the interests of not only its 

owners and employees, but also creditors and persons who have financial claims 

against the company. The reasons for declaring bankruptcy are very different. Most 

often, a company becomes bankrupt during a financial or other crisis, when production 

becomes unprofitable, and demand for services and goods falls sharply. 

What are the grounds for bankruptcy of a legal entity? 

Bankruptcy proceedings are governed by civil and arbitration laws. A bankrupt 

can be either a legal entity or an individual. Also bankruptcy is: 

− a system of mutually agreed procedures; 

− the ultimate goal of certain events. 
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Who can declare a company bankrupt? Only the arbitration court. The actual basis 

for bankruptcy is the inability for a long period of time to repay debts to creditors for 

obligations assumed earlier. According to the legislation, bankruptcy has financial and 

temporary signs. In order for a company to be declared insolvent, it must not fulfill its 

obligations for three months or more. The minimum aggregate amount of debt is 0.3 

million rubles. Speaking about the bankruptcy of legal entities, we will describe the 

main participants in the procedure. These include individuals who: 

− they have personal interests (the creditor and the debtor, employees of the 

company, the person controlling the debtor). 

− represent the interests of state authorities. These are the Federal tax service of 

the Russian Federation, local government and Executive authorities. 

− assist in the administration of justice (court bodies, arbitration examiner). Ar-

bitration examiner – a citizen of the Russian Federation who is a member of the organ-

ization of arbitration examiners and meets the qualification requirements for them. 

Signs of bankruptcy of a legal entity 

Signs of a company's bankruptcy can be divided into subjective and objective. An 

objective sign of bankruptcy is the negative value of the company's net assets. This 

indicates that the business survives at the expense of counterparties and loans. Signs of 

bankruptcy of a legal entity of a subjective nature – long-term non-payment of debt to 

creditors, regarded as proof of insolvency. Subjective signs of bankruptcy are easily 

refuted in court. 

Types of bankruptcy of legal entities 

There are several types of bankruptcy. Real bankruptcy refers to the inability of a 

firm to restore its solvency due to real losses of financial capital. The arbitration court 

declares it insolvent by law. The most common causes of bankruptcy are management 

errors, changes in market conditions, and economic crises in the country and in the 

world. 

Other types of bankruptcy: 
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Conditional. Caused by the excess of the company's balance sheet asset over its 

liability. This phenomenon is temporary and is successfully overcome by administra-

tive and external management of the firm. 

Intentional. It is a pity, but there are a lot of unscrupulous entrepreneurs and they 

can bankrupt the enterprise purposefully in order to plunder its funds. Such actions are 

a criminal offense and are punishable by law. 

Fictitious. Some firms declare insolvency in order to get a reprieve from payments 

to creditors or receive installment payments. This is also a criminal offense. 

What does bankruptcy of a legal entity under a simplified procedure mean? 

Simplified bankruptcy procedure is a great way to liquidate a company quickly 

and without problems. To take advantage of simplified bankruptcy, you must:: 

At the beginning of the procedure, the company was not actually operating. 

The Manager was in an undisclosed location. 

The firm was in arrears. 

If the bankruptcy is considered under a simplified procedure, the arbitration court 

immediately appoints bankruptcy proceedings. However, other stages are skipped. The 

advantage of a simplified procedure is that it saves time for the debtor and creditors, 

and reduces the cost of organizing the procedure. 

Payments 

Request of Payments: Costs 

The main gathering of obligations that should be paid are the costs that surface as 

a component of the insolvency, reports The Bankruptcy Site. Something else, the gath-

erings dealing with the chapter 11 would have no rationale to deal with the cycle. This 

gathering incorporates the law office dealing with the insolvency, the bookkeeper who 

handles the organization's last bookkeeping postings, the sale administration that auc-

tions the organization's property and whatever other assistance that was bought to assist 

wind with bringing down the organization's issues. 

Secured creditors 

After the organization handles its insolvency costs, it begins taking care of its 

business lenders. The organization first takes care of its made sure about leasers. Made 
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sure about leasers gave advances dependent on actual bits of property. These are obli-

gations like the home loan on organization structures, leases on organization vehicles 

and credits for unpaid bits of hardware. Made sure about leasers get their cash back 

first, ordinarily by reclaiming their property. On the off chance that this isn't sufficient 

to take care of the obligation, the made sure about leasers get first dibs on any leftover 

organization cash. 

Employees 

Workers that are owed wages or pay rates are the next to get paid. Rules fluctuate 

by state however by and large, workers can get up to a fixed dollar for compensation 

they procured in the 180 days before the organization's chapter 11: in Colorado for 

instance, that number is $11,725, reports the business lawyer Bryan E. Kuhn. On the 

off chance that there are no enough resources after made sure about lenders have been 

paid, at that point representatives will get just piece of their pay, or nothing by any 

means. 

Unsecured creditors 

In the event that the bankrupt organization actually has cash left finished, it begins 

paying its unsecured creditors. These obligations not founded on an actual bit of prop-

erty. Debts without collateral could be credit card bills, unpaid protection charges and 

bank credits that weren't supported up by property. It likewise incorporates installments 

to bondholders. Unstable leasers charge higher premium than made sure about loan 

bosses due to this higher insolvency hazard. At the point when the organization bows 

out of all financial obligations, the unstable leasers have no ensured installment. They 

need to stand by until the made sure about lenders are paid off and trust there is cash 

left finished. 

Stockholders 

Investors are toward the end in line during the insolvency cycle. This is one reason 

why stocks are a more dangerous venture than bonds. At the point when an organiza-

tion opts for non-payment, its stock gets useless. The investors just get cash after all 

different obligations are paid. Since the organization was fit as a fiddle to go into chap-

ter 11, this isn't particularly likely. Investors should just hope to get a small amount of 
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their speculation returned after liquidation and shouldn't be astounded to get nothing 

by any means. 

Benefits of a bankruptcy 

Bankruptcy can sometimes bring benefits to both counterparties. 

Benefits for debtors 

Bankruptcy gives at least two important advantages to all debtors: time and space. 

The second an account holder documents its appeal, a programmed stay is forced 

on lenders, which works like an interruption button on any assortment endeavors, suit 

or comparative activities. Leasers can request that the court lift the stay in specific 

situations, yet the norm for doing so is frequently hard to meet. 

The insolvency court has wide position to control all issues including the account 

holder's home, including claims that are remotely identified with the primary chapter 

11 case. The indebted person may request that the court delay different claims outside 

of the chapter 11 case in the event that they influence the domain. By uniting each one 

of those with a stake in the organization's resources in a single spot, a borrower can all 

the more proficiently manage all cases against it. 

Indebted individuals at that point assess their issues and roll out the fundamental 

improvements to prevail subsequent to rearranging. This incorporates choosing which 

contracts they need to convey forward and which to forsake. 

To maintain a strategic distance from a challenged cycle, keen borrowers look for 

a worldwide settlement with however many partners as would be prudent and offer 

«sugars» to influence unsure lenders to help their arrangement. 

Benefits for creditors 

Unmistakably, liquidation furnishes account holders with huge capacity to rework 

their business undertakings. 

What numerous individuals misconstrue, nonetheless, is that this force is adjusted 

by solid loan boss insurances For instance, the Bankruptcy Code requires an indebted 

person to freely record data pretty much the entirety of its resources and liabilities, sit 

for an insolvency statement with leasers and look for the court's consent prior to mak-

ing numerous moves outside of the conventional course of business. 
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The code accommodates extra minds the borrower, including the unstable loan 

bosses' board and the U.S. Trustee. Loan bosses that are worried about the indebted 

person's capacity to save the domain's worth may request that the court select an analyst 

or trustee to claim the bequest, and leasers may even move to excuse the case on the 

off chance that they accept the account holder is mishandling the liquidation cycle. 

These and different highlights add a level of reasonableness to an intrinsically out 

of line circumstance. The account holder might be sitting steering the ship, yet various 

different partners have the ability to ensure that the organization observes the principles 

of the street. 

Conclusion 

Under certain circumstances, bankruptcy is quite profitable, legal, and the process 

is manageable. One of the categories of market management is bankruptcy (insolvency) 

of economic entities. All the rigidity of the market mechanism is explained by the fact 

that the bankruptcy of enterprises and a certain level of unemployment are a kind of 

payment for the effectiveness of economic activity. 

Bankruptcy has become a fact in Russia. On the one hand, bankruptcy is the col-

lapse and death of the enterprise. But on the other hand, it is a push to change for the 

better, an opportunity to revive taking into account past mistakes. The procedures used 

as necessary for the withdrawal of an enterprise from a crisis state are established by 

law. Depending on the specifics of the functioning of enterprises, their place in the 

existing system of economic relations, the role they play in the regional economic com-

plex and in the relevant industry, various procedures can be proposed: sale of the en-

terprise as a whole; transformation of it into a joint-stock company and sale of a con-

trolling stake in investment auctions, commercial auctions or competitions; application 

of external management procedures; sale at investment auctions with simultaneous 

capital restructuring; diversification of production; liquidation of the enterprise as a 

legal entity with the possible preservation of the company's assets of independent sig-

nificance by selling them in a single property lot in the course of bankruptcy proceed-

ings; restructuring within the framework of rehabilitation on the basis of non-state 

funds. It should be noted that the bankruptcy procedure is applicable to both state-
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owned and enterprises of other forms of ownership. Qualified implementation of the 

existing legislation on the insolvency and non-solvency of enterprises allows for reor-

ganization, conversion to the production of products that are in high demand, attracting 

investment in enterprises, and ultimately – economic recovery. 

In this paper, the author made an attempt to cover the financial and legal aspects 

of the institution of bankruptcy, taking into account modern methods of assessing po-

tential bankruptcy both in Russia and abroad, as well as recent changes in bankruptcy 

legislation, which is important for the management of industrial enterprises. 
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